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Biography of M. W. Moore

Novelist M.W. Moore, an NCAA track-and-field champion who captured the conscience of readers
with the first installment of his extraordinary fact-based autobiography about a fallen star, rises again
with the release of his newest novel, Internal Chaos, which shows him making the transition to
prison after robbing six banks in the Houston area.
An indulgence into crime was an aberration for Moore, who grew up in a respectable middle-class
Baptist family. As a former crack-cocaine user, sexual addict and model, he tells through his writings
how his life was challenged behind bars and how his college education became inconsequential as a
felon living alongside criminals of various backgrounds.
While his first book, For What I Hate I Do, explored the conflict in Moore’s life, the recently released
sequel, Internal Chaos, starts the redemptive journey toward conquest. But he discovers that prison
can be life-threatening as he seeks his identity, confronts temptations and witnesses pandemonium.
Moore, who once competed against or shared the spotlight with legendary Olympians Carl Lewis,
Edwin Moses and Florence Griffith-Joyner, speaks eloquently and courageously about the dark side of
addictions and its consequences, including his HIV status.
Despite the risk of being ridiculed, rejected and vilified, Moore stands firm to his purpose: Tell all to
help all. And he does so by removing the veil that often hides our deepest secrets. For him, honest
exposure is the best testimony one can offer.
The last installment of the Moore’s trilogy, An About-Face, will explore the final years of incarceration
and, ultimately, freedom.
Besides being a successful writer, he is a manager in the oil and
gas industry.
Moore, who attended West Texas State University and Mississippi
State University, where he studied electrical engineering, is the
third of five children. He is a native of Houston, Texas, where he
still resides.
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For What I Hate I Do
(Copyright © 2005)

Synopsis
Stark naked while high on crack cocaine, Miguel Morris is
again mired in an environment of drugs and sex, this time a
ménage à trois with a pair of “homo-thugs” with gold teeth.
After advised twice to move his car from the driveway, he
dashes outside with a promise to return for more action.
As he pulls from the driveway, blue lights swirl, pounding feet
rush toward him and .38 calibers are trained toward his head.
The police have snagged their prey.
Miguel’s illicit activities hit local television and newspaper.
He’s a reckless “baller.” He’s also college-educated, a former
model and track champion.
After his sixth bank robbery, a tip led law enforcement to this
drug-infested neighborhood in the Third Ward of Houston, Texas.

Miguel’s self-destructive path started at an earlier age. Unwilling to be outshined by his two brothers,
who excelled in football and basketball, Miguel joins the track team. In pursuit of money and fame, he
confronts realities about his low self-esteem and sexuality.
His strong attraction to men poisons his efforts to start meaningful heterosexual relationships. His
first male sexual encounter in high school leaves him embarrassed. As he excels in NCAA track and
field competitions toward Olympic dreams, he learns that college life in Texas and Mississippi is a
hotbed for sexual dalliances.
Miguel meets or competes with legends such as Carl Lewis, Edwin Moses and Florence Griffith-Joyner.
Along the way, he befriends those who inspire him or foster his hedonism.
His neighbor Curtis, a tennis athlete, introduces him to drugs. Patrick helps him become a sexual
predator by using crack to entice addicts. Marriage to a rising track figure ends eight months later
after his wife, seeking U.S. citizenship, busts his adulterous life. And employment fades quickly due to
frequent drug binges.
Even when rescue stares him squarely in the face, he still isn’t ready to abandon his scurrilous lifestyle.
Clean-cut, attractive pharmacist Lazlo tries to edify Miguel, but he’s rebuffed.
Miguel later engages in exotic dancing and entertainment, including a
regular sordid tryst with a wife and her husband, who plays for a pro
team in Dallas.
He cries out to God for help, but the sting of losing his
grandmother to cancer and watching a sister battle multiple
sclerosis leaves him depressed. And he’s now HIV-positive.
Miguel’s misery is underscored in Roman’s paraphrased biblical
verse “For What I Hate I Do,” which means, “I really want to do
what is right, but I don’t do it. Instead, I do the very thing I hate.”
Designed by Moksha-Media.com
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Internal Chaos
(Copyright © 2008)

Synopsis
With the help of a gracious FBI agent, Miguel Morris accepts
an irresistible plea deal after his confession to six bank
robber-ies in the Houston area, but he learns life behind bars
is a daily tempest marked by insolent penitentiary guards and
delusional inmates.
But despite the chaos, the former NCAA track champion and
professional model must adjust to prison because it’ll be his
home for the next 15 years, unless he’s paroled before then.
His first year of confinement is like a mental torture chamber
as he is robbed of dignity. His college education is now inconsequential. Among his distresses, the former crack cocaine
addict is forced to confront his disdain for flamboyant gay
men when one, Kiki, becomes his cellmate. Oddly, Kiki
indoctrinates him to life behind bars – teaching him prison
jargon and survival.
Although penitentiary starts out as a lonely place, Miguel’s
megawatt charisma – much more subdued in lockup – still works to his advantage as many secretly
admire his sculpted 6-foot, 2-inch stacked athletic frame and dark-chocolate complexion. Along the
way, he discovers that emotional attachments are practically non-existent. But when those occur,
submissive individuals are treated as property, often with violent consequences.
Even Miguel, despite his usual machismo in prison, is hurt a couple times when his heart is left
unpro-tected. He lets his guard down after meeting a quiet, attractive, vulnerable indigent inmate
willing to woo anyone and do anything as long as the person is willing to provide commissary items.
Internal chaos results because confinement leaves Miguel powerless to assist his mom’s fight with
breast cancer or help his best friend Lazlo, who’s struggling with tough choices that threaten his
sanity.
In an environment of “every man for himself,” it’s not unusual for inmates to know something about
the other. Miguel discovers this because he must deflect rumors about his sexual preferences and his
HIV status. He also must endure regular taunting from a malcontent power-hungry ranking
correc-tional officer, Lieutenant RideOut, who patrols prison wings looking for contraband while
keeping an eagle eye on Miguel – just waiting for him to screw up.
Miguel’s misery intensifies further after being assigned to the back-breaking,
Texas heat field labor of picking cotton and cabbage, a reminder of an
era that hearkens back to slavery. He also spends weeks in
segregation without privileges after being caught having sex in
another inmate’s cell.
But when he meets Judas, deception takes on an entirely new
meaning. It’s one of the darkest moments for Miguel as the forces
of evil continue to lurk.
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An About Face
(Copyright © 2009)

Synopsis
The final years of prison don’t get any easier for former NCAA
track athlete Miguel Morris as forces still try to derail his hopes
for early freedom. He’s still tested by guards, fellow inmates
and the bruising sun as he slaves like a farmhand in the work
fields. But now, he’s trying to avoid similar mistakes due to
unresolved sexual addictions.
In March 2005, he’s paroled and finds employment in less than
a month. Ultimately, he hits pay dirt when an Internet design
firm hires him as a technician despite a felony conviction for
six Texas bank robberies. He later attempts a relationship with
Jasmine, leaving behind wounded ex-lover and confidante
Lazlo that causes embers to fly.
Notwithstanding financial success, he relearns the brutality of
the free world when jealous colleagues Carlton and Eva hurl
Miguel’s self-destructive path started at
an earlier
age. Unwilling
to behim
outshined
by his two
brothers,
sexual
innuendos
and threaten
with blackmail,
thus
who excelled in football and basketball, Miguel joins the track team. In pursuit of money and fame, he
jeopardizing
his attempt at love. In addition, a
confronts realities about his low self-esteem
and sexuality.
contemptible parole officer clamps down on his travels to
His strong attraction to men poisons his
efforts his
to start
meaningful
heterosexual
His
promote
artwork,
a therapeutic
passion.relationships.
Despite obstacles,
first male sexual encounter in high school
leaves
him
embarrassed.
As
he
excels
in
NCAA
track
and
Miguel is determined to live proudly and make An About Face.
field competitions toward Olympic dreams, he learns that college life in Texas and Mississippi is a
hotbed for sexual dalliances.
Miguel meets or competes with legends such as Carl Lewis, Edwin Moses and Florence Griffith-Joyner.
Along the way, he befriends those who inspire him or foster his hedonism.
His neighbor Curtis, a tennis athlete, introduces him to drugs. Patrick helps him become a sexual
predator by using crack to entice addicts. Marriage to a rising track figure ends eight months later
after his wife, seeking U.S. citizenship, busts his adulterous life. And employment fades quickly due to
frequent drug binges.
Even when rescue stares him squarely in the face, he still isn’t ready to abandon his scurrilous lifestyle.
Clean-cut, attractive pharmacist Lazlo tries to edify Miguel, but he’s rebuffed.
Miguel later engages in exotic dancing and entertainment, including a
regular sordid tryst with a wife and her husband, who plays for a pro
team in Dallas.
He cries out to God for help, but the sting of losing his
grandmother to cancer and watching a sister battle multiple
sclerosis leaves him depressed. And he’s now HIV-positive.
Miguel’s misery is underscored in Roman’s paraphrased biblical
verse “For What I Hate I Do,” which means, “I really want to do
what is right, but I don’t do it. Instead, I do the very thing I hate.”
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Deviant

(Copyright © 2011)

Synopsis
At first glance it appears an environmental disaster will
bring the Kings Heights neighbors closer together until
greed settles in among neighbors, and a deep dark
secret of a prominent neighbor is discovered and
unveiled by long time neighbor Mrs. Hicks.
In the meantime at Digi-Tech Corp; in Uptown Houston,
another dilemma is brewing. Ymando Hicks; the son of
Mrs. Hicks, has stumbled upon a computer glitch that
will raise suspicions among friends and colleagues.
Colleagues like Britney Murphy and Francel Cooper, a
top executive, who seems to be on another escapade to
rescue a man, until she meets her match -- the
handsome, daring and bold yacht broker Garrett Solomon;
Y’mando Hicks best friend and frat brother.
Miguel’s self-destructive path started at an earlier age. Unwilling to be outshined by his two brothers,
who excelled in football and basketball, Miguel joins the track team. In pursuit of money and fame, he
Yet, Francel’s
closest
friend
Britney
Murphy is
confronts
realities
about
hisand
lowco-worker,
self-esteem
and sexuality.
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once again
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first
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love. in high school leaves him embarrassed. As he excels in NCAA track and
field competitions toward Olympic dreams, he learns that college life in Texas and Mississippi is a
hotbed for sexual dalliances.
Even Y’mando’s childhood buddy, Kindle Fisher, a medical
intern who
resides
in the reputed
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Miguel
meets
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with legends
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attractions and is caught in a web of family deceit and lies.
His neighbor Curtis, a tennis athlete, introduces him to drugs. Patrick helps him become a sexual
predator by using crack to entice addicts. Marriage to a rising track figure ends eight months later
But when
theseeking
unpredictable
events related
after
his wife,
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busts to
hisenvironmental
adulterous life. And employment fades quickly due to
and corporate
sabotage arise simultaneously within their
frequent
drug binges.
circle and come crashing down full-force around all five
Even
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stares
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in be
theleft
face,
he still isn’t ready to abandon his scurrilous lifestyle.
individuals,
only the
strong-minded
will
standing.
Clean-cut,
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Relationships will be tested and severed. Who will be
bravebut he’s rebuffed.
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enoughsordid
to steptryst
outwith
on faith,
complete
divine calling
and for a pro
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a daring appointed mission in order to dismantle the
team
deviant behavior of a loved one?
He cries out to God for help, but the sting of losing his
grandmother to cancer and watching a sister battle multiple
sclerosis leaves him depressed. And he’s now HIV-positive.
Miguel’s misery is underscored in Roman’s paraphrased biblical
verse “For What I Hate I Do,” which means, “I really want to do
what is right, but I don’t do it. Instead, I do the very thing I hate.”
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Be Careful What You Wish For
(Copyright © 2013)

Synopsis
Preceding the end of a previous relationship gone sour with
Ex Terrell Marshall, Jeremiah Johnson throws his dating hat
back into the dating game arena. His desire to not give-up on
love in the same-gender loving community was considered
special by some, and yet rare for many. Still, nothing could
fizzle out Jeremiah's desire at obtaining an emotional healthy
relationship again as he once had with Terrell and his Ex-girlfriend, and now best friend Kelly Owen. Yes, Jeremiah once
dated Kelly until the day she discovered the facts concerning
Jeremiah's sexuality. But as time moved forward, so did the
healing process for Jeremiah and Kelly. Forgiveness was a
given. However, at the zenith of his career, Jeremiah meets the
Man of his dreams; so at least he thought. Now, for the third
time in recent years Jeremiah is at a crossroads, as dirty little
secrets comes to surface. Shall he stay the course and wish for
a better tomorrow or will he bail like a slave running for
Miguel’s self-destructive path started at
an earlier
Unwilling to be outshined by his two brothers,
freedom
andage.
refuge?
who excelled in football and basketball, Miguel joins the track team. In pursuit of money and fame, he
confronts realities about his low self-esteem and sexuality.
His strong attraction to men poisons his efforts to start meaningful heterosexual relationships. His
first male sexual encounter in high school leaves him embarrassed. As he excels in NCAA track and
field competitions toward Olympic dreams, he learns that college life in Texas and Mississippi is a
hotbed for sexual dalliances.
Miguel meets or competes with legends such as Carl Lewis, Edwin Moses and Florence Griffith-Joyner.
Along the way, he befriends those who inspire him or foster his hedonism.
His neighbor Curtis, a tennis athlete, introduces him to drugs. Patrick helps him become a sexual
predator by using crack to entice addicts. Marriage to a rising track figure ends eight months later
after his wife, seeking U.S. citizenship, busts his adulterous life. And employment fades quickly due to
frequent drug binges.
Even when rescue stares him squarely in the face, he still isn’t ready to abandon his scurrilous lifestyle.
Clean-cut, attractive pharmacist Lazlo tries to edify Miguel, but he’s rebuffed.
Miguel later engages in exotic dancing and entertainment, including a
regular sordid tryst with a wife and her husband, who plays for a pro
team in Dallas.
He cries out to God for help, but the sting of losing his
grandmother to cancer and watching a sister battle multiple
sclerosis leaves him depressed. And he’s now HIV-positive.
Miguel’s misery is underscored in Roman’s paraphrased biblical
verse “For What I Hate I Do,” which means, “I really want to do
what is right, but I don’t do it. Instead, I do the very thing I hate.”
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Feature Article:
Suspect in six area bank robberies in one month
confesses to five
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Official Press Release:

Imagine one morning waking up to this headline plastered over the Metro Section of your
hometown newspaper.
"Suspect in six area bank robberies in one month confesses to five."
Then imagine that same headline is about you, regardless of all your accomplishments
from the past.
Living the life of a superstar athlete suddenly comes to a halt. All your athletic efforts are now tarnished by this dark
cloud that dubs you as an offender of the state.
It does not matter anymore that you once competed with the best in track and field -- legends like Carl Lewis, Edwin
Moses and many others who are enjoying the fruits of their labor.
All you can see is a six by nine cell engulfing you in its confinement and stench.
In 1997, I found myself on the wrong side of the law like so many other athletes before and after me who thought
invincibility was a rite of passage.
I was cornered late that December night by a band of F.B.I. agents who raided a Houston crack house after being tipped
off that I was the suspect they were looking for. After being booked on suspicion of felony bank robbery, I ultimately
confessed to the errors of my ways and served six and a half years in a hot Texas prison until I surrendered to the terror
of my actions.
The craziness of it all is that many athletes share these common denominators -- drugs, sex and irresponsibility.
The stories of Tim Montgomery, Marion Jones, Barry Bonds, Michael Vick, OJ Simpson, and mine are not exclusive but
common in the athletic world. Many, like me are placed in this box of unrealistic expectations and we adopt a Superman attitude not realizing that man cannot fly without help from a source of some kind.
It is difficult breaking that mindset until tragedy takes its toll. By then it's too late. The damage has been done and the
course is set on destruction mode.
Many are baffled when they attempt to conceive the reasoning behind our actions. Is it arrogance? Some may think so,
but I beg to differ.
Truth is, many athletes are not connected with the rest of the world. In most cases we are pressured to do better than
most and adopt a thinking error. Thinking we are 'better-than', even though we are all from the same cloth.
Yes, we are cut from the same cloth of the human race, yet we still believe, wrongly, that we are totally different.

M.W. Moore is a former NCAA track champion and author of two books, For What I Hate I Do and Internal Chaos.
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Book Review Request Form
Thank you for your support. To request a review copy via fax or mail, please provide the following
information. You may also e-mail us at info@mwmoore.com.

 Fax
 Mail
Novels

 For What I Hate I Do
 Internal Chaos
Name and mailing address:

________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
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Publication Fact Sheet
Author: M.W. Moore
Titles:
For What I Hate I Do
Internal Chaos
Publishing Company: MW Moore Publications
Distribution: MW Moore (Houston, Texas)
ISBN:
For What I Hate I Do:
978-0-9776116-0-7

Internal Chaos:
978-0-9776116-1-4
Price:
For What I Hate I Do:
$14.99

Internal Chaos:
$14.99
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Shipping Return Policy
M.W. Moore Publications

(Distribution) is 100% responsible for the receipt of damaged products.

M.W. Moore Publications

is responsible for all unsold products and will oblige all mailing costs.

Conditions: All books returned should be delivered unscathed.
Refunds: Costs will be honored by M.W. Moore Publications according to the agreement on the conditions and
sales.

Sales: Retail clients are eligible for a 40 percent discount on all transactions.
Orders:

Requests to fulfill orders will be handled expeditiously, usually within one week for immediate stocking.

Inquires: All questions should be directed to M.W. Moore Publications via phone, fax or e-mail
(info@mwmoore.com).
Contact:

Nolan McClinton, Marketing/PR Strategist, 713-557-6300

Name and mailing address for inquiries:

________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
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